Phase behavior of model confined fluids. Influence of substrate-fluid interaction strength.
We examine the relationship between the macroscopic phase behavior of nanoconfined fluids and the nature of microscopic interactions between a confining substrate and fluid. Two model slit-pore systems are explored using grand canonical transition-matrix Monte Carlo simulation. One system consists of a square-well fluid interacting with a square-well substrate, and the other contains an embedded point charge model of lysozyme interacting with a mica surface. Fluid phase diagrams are constructed for a broad range of substrate conditions. Our results indicate that one observes a maximum in the critical temperature of the fluid phase envelope upon variation of substrate strength for a given slit width. Both systems studied exhibit such maxima at intermediate wall strength. The physical rationale for this observation suggests that this behavior should be generally expected. We introduce two metrics that enable one to predict conditions that produce maxima in critical temperature. The first is related to the contact angle a fluid develops at a single confining substrate. The second is based upon virial coefficient information and requires knowledge of the substrate-fluid and fluid-fluid interaction potentials only.